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Ramon’s advice 
Ramon Hilferink, Bowltech’s Competitive 
Bowling Specialist will be there for you to assist 
and advise in all aspects of lane maintenance. 

Throughout the years, Ramon has been a 
national champion 14 times in three different 
countries; the Netherlands, Germany and 
the US. He graduated Webber International 
University in 2017 with a Bachelor degree in 
Sport Management and afterwards received 
his Master degree in Sport Marketing & 
Sponsorship at the Johan Cruijff Institute in 
the Netherlands. During his time in college, 
Ramon received NAIA & NCBCA All American 
Award for three consecutive years. He is also 
an IBPSIA member, PBA member and a USBC 
Silver level coach. With his time on the lanes 
and coaching experience at the Kegel Training 
Center in Europe, Ramon has proven to be 
highly qualified. 

Throughout this brochure Ramon will give his 
advice on some products. Would you like to 
receive some specific advice? Ramon is glad to 
help.

RAMON’S ADVICE
Watch for this button! 
Our Competitive Bowling 
Specialist Ramon Hilferink 
regularly provides you with 
good advice.

Bowltech UK is the official  KEGEL distributor- 
and service location for the United Kingdom.
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We are pleased to help you choose 
a lane maintenance machine. Our 
sales team is at your service. Call us 

for more information: 01622 683628

For an up-to-date overview of our 
range, please visit our webshop: 
shop.bowltech.co.uk

Lane maintenance 
machines
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LANE MAINTENANCE
Conditioners

Specifications

Viscosity -

Surface tension -/-

Application technology manually

Packaging individually

Bowltech Conditioner 
This high-quality lane conditioner spray creates 
a protective layer on your lanes allowing bowling 
balls to slide better and roll less. This reduces 
friction and increases lane life. Simple and direct 
spray application.

LANE DYNAMX - LDX REV22
LDX REV22 is a dependable lane 
conditioner which offers great protection 
and extends the life of your lanes. 
High performance aligned with a low 
price makes this especially suitable for 
Family & Entertainment Centers.

Suitable for almost all lane maintenance 
machines, both Wick and Sanction 
technology.

Specifications

Application technology Sanction/Wick

Packaging 2 x 2,5 Gallon

Art # 421-99-0001

Art # 156-8155

BEST VALUE
FOR MONEY

Highly recommended for 
Family & Entertainment Centers!

Highly recommended for 
Family & Entertainment Centers!
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LANE MAINTENANCE
Conditioners

KEGEL - Ice 
Ice delivers more ‘hold-area’ and is
suitable for high friction lane surfaces.
Also available in 0.4 Gallon cartridges,
which are packaged 12 cartridges per box.
(Also great for Wood Lanes)

KEGEL - Current 
This conditioner is the perfect option between Fire and Ice 
when it comes to slickness and is also specially designed to be 
compatible with these conditioners. Current maintains a better 
structure which in turn provides more predictable ball 
motion and consistent scoring. Also available in 
0.4 Gallon cartridges, which are packaged 
12 cartridges per box.

KEGEL - Fire 
This conditioner creates more hook
and is suitable for low friction lane 
surfaces. Also available in 0.4 Gallon 
cartridges, which are packaged 12 
cartridges per box.

Specifications

Viscosity 45.1 cps

Surface tension 23.6 dynes/cm

Application technology Sanction

Packaging 4 x 1.25 Gallon

Specifications

Viscosity 52.0 cps

Surface tension 23.3 dynes/cm

Application technology Sanction

Packaging 4 x 1.25 Gallon

Specifications

Viscosity 40.9 cps

Surface tension 23.6 dynes/cm

Application technology Sanction

Packaging 4 x 1.25 Gallon

Art # 156-8135

Art # 156-8175

Art # 156-8130

Art # 156-8135C

Art # 156-8175C

Art # 156-8130C

RAMON’S ADVICE
If you have more than 15 year old 
AMF, ACTIVE, FUNK or more than 
20 year old Brunswick or 
System 300 synthetic lanes 
then Kegel Ice is probably 
the conditioner your 
league bowlers will be 
most successful on.

RAMON’S ADVICE
If you have less than 10 year old AMF, 
ACTIVE, FUNK or less than 15 year old 
Brunswick or System 300 synthetic lanes 
then Kegel Current is probably the 
conditioner your league bowlers will 
be most successful on.
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MORE

HIGH FRICTION

CONDITIONER SLICKNESS

BEST LANE SURFACE

* Element Series Conditioner

LESS

LOW FRICTION

TERRAIN FIRE CURVE CURRENT ICE

* * * *

LANE MAINTENANCE
Conditioners

KEGEL - Curve 
Curve conditioner is specially designed to create more hook,
it also provides more predictable ball motion which in turn
leads to consistent scoring. Also available in 0.4 Gallon
cartridges, which are packaged 12 cartridges per box.

KEGEL - Terrain
TERRAIN features shear-thinning, non-Newtonian chemical 
technology which responds differently to each individual bowler. 
The result is a single lane conditioner that is more forgiving for your 
center’s wide range of bowlers.

What you will notice is that while TERRAIN gives high rev players 
more help getting the ball to push down the lane, the lower rev 
players will simultaneously see more traction providing control 
and power. From high-end players to seniors, TERRAIN 
broadens the spectrum of bowler styles that will find 
good ball reaction.

Also available in 0.4 Gallon cartridges, which are 
packaged 12 cartridges per box.

Specifications

Viscosity 41.0 cps

Surface tension 22.0 dynes/cm

Application technology Sanction

Packaging 4 x 1.25 Gallon

Specifications

Viscosity 81.0 cps

Surface tension 33.3 dynes/cm

Application technology Sanction

Packaging 4 x 1.25 Gallon

Art # 156-8145

Art # 156-8185

Art # 156-8145C

Art # 156-8185C

RAMON’S ADVICE
If you have less than 5 year old AMF, 
ACTIVE, FUNK or less than 10 
year old Brunswick or System 
300 synthetic lanes then 
Kegel Curve is probably the 
conditioner your league 
bowlers will be most 
successful on.
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LANE MAINTENANCE
Conditioners

KEGEL - Crossfire 
This conditioner is specially designed
and particularly suitable for all lane  
maintenance machines which use 
Wick application technology. Suitable for all 
surfaces, low wicking time.

Specifications

Viscosity 24.1 cps

Surface tension 23.6 dynes/cm

Application technology Wick

Packaging 4 x 1.25 Gallon

KEGEL - Infinity 
Specially designed for lane maintenance 
machines which use sanction technology. 
This durable conditioner delivers high 
scoring and is favorite among bowling 
centers with mainly league players.

Specifications

Viscosity 36.5 cps

Surface tension 23.1 dynes/cm

Application technology Sanction

Packaging 4 x 1.25 Gallon

Art # 156-8105

Art # 156-8115
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LANE MAINTENANCE
Conditioners

KEGEL - Prodigy 
THE ‘all-time favourite’ lane conditioner, from it’s
release date in 2004, until today the Prodigy
is a true bestseller! This conditioner delivers
consistent scoring and a predictable ball motion
while the back-end reaction just won’t
go away. Reduced carry down, easy to clean and 
suitable for all surfaces.

Specifications

Viscosity 41.0 cps

Surface tension 22.0 dynes/cm

Application technology Sanction/Wick

Packaging 4 x 1.25 Gallon

KEGEL - Navigate 
THE ‘all purpose’ conditioner. Suitable  
for all bowling centers with recreational 
ánd league bowlers. A durable conditioner 
which is Pinsetter friendly: low ball calls.

Specifications

Viscosity 31.3 cps

Surface tension 23.5 dynes/cm

Application technology Sanction/Wick

Packaging 4 x 1.25 Gallon

Art # 156-8095

Art # 156-8125
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LANE MAINTENANCE
Cleaners

LANE DYNAMX - LDX Elite 
LDX Elite HD is a high quality lane cleaner which has been the favourite 
of Family & Entertainment Centers for many years. Suitable for all lane 

maintenance machines. It can also be used as an all-purpose cleaner in 
other areas of your bowling center.

Specifications

Packaging 2 x 2.5 Gallon

Art # 156-8455

BEST VALUE
FOR MONEY

Highly recommended for 
Family & Entertainment Centers!
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LANE MAINTENANCE
Cleaners

KEGEL - Defense CX4  
Defense CX4 cleaner is specially designed for higher Friction 
surfaces like wood, worn synthetics or some of the latest higher 
friction synthetics.  CX4 cleaners are 4 times stronger than 
Defense-C cleaner. Compatible with all lane maintenance 
machines.

KEGEL - Defense CX4 -S  
Kegel’s Defense CX4-S cleaner is specially 

designed for lower friction surfaces like 
most synthetic lanes. Provides spotless 
lanes and delivers stronger ball motion! 
CX4 cleaners are 4 times stronger than 

Defense-C cleaner. Compatible with all lane 
maintenance machines.

KEGEL - Defense -C 
Kegel’s original cleaner which still remains the 
best seller even today! Defense-C gets the job 
done time after time. This high powered, non-
abrasive cleaner is suitable for all types of lanes, 
synthetic and wood. Compatible with all lane
maintenance machines, Wick and Sanction.

Specifications

pH value pH - 13.2

Packaging 2 x 2.5 Gallon

Specifications

pH value pH - 11.3

Packaging 1 Gallon

Specifications

pH value pH - 12.9

Packaging 1 Gallon

Art # 156-8435

Art # 156-8425

Art # 156-8405

RAMON’S ADVICE
The best lane cleaner in 
the bowling industry 
for years.
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LANE MAINTENANCE
Cloths

KEGEL - K3 Cloth
The average center changes cloth 6 times a year, so with K3 you could 

change cloth up to 2 fewer times. On average, two feet of cloth are wasted 
during the winding process; so not only will you save time changing out 

cloth, but you will also decrease the amount of cloth you waste.

570
LANES

PER ROL L

RAMON’S ADVICE
If you are used to the quality of the 
K2 Select EZ-core, you have the possibility 
to maintain this quality and to clean up to 
50% more lanes before the roll needs to
be replaced.

K3 Cloth is Compatible with: Kustodian Plus and later model lane 

machines. (Not compatible with Crossfire Lane Machines)

Art # 164-0047EZ

Specifications

Cleaning capacity 570 lanes / roll

Width 109 cm

Length 30 yards/27.4m

Packaging per 3 rolls

K3 Select comes in a 30 yard roll compared to the traditional 20 yard roll of K2. Get up to 
50% more lanes before changing rolls with K3 Select Cloth.

START SAVING
80 LANES OF CLOTH 

A YEAR
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LANE MAINTENANCE
Cloths

KEGEL - K2 Duster cloth 
The K2 Duster Cloth, like EZ Core, fits all Kegel lane
maintenance machines, both Sanction and Wick
machines. With one roll you can clean approx. 380 
lanes. The rolls are wrapped around a cardboard core 
that you easily place in the machine.

LANE DYNAMX - LDX Duster Cloth 9460 
This LDX lane duster cloth is compatible with most
lane maintenance machines: Sanction II, Standard
AC/Elite, Crossfire, Firebird, Kustodian, Kustodian Ion
and Kustodian Walker and many models of
hand duster units.

Art # 153-0047L

Art # 153-0047P

Art # 153-0047EZ

380
LANES

PER ROLL

380
LANES

PER ROLL

380
LANES

PER ROLL

BEST 
VALUE

FOR MONEY

KEGEL - K2 Select Duster cloth 
This K2 EZ Core Duster Cloth fits all Kegel lane maintenance 
machines, both Sanction and Wick machines. With one roll you can 
clean approx. 380 lanes. The rolls are wrapped around a reusable 
PVC core. Your empty fresh core becomes your new waste
pick up core. No more cutting or unwinding dirty waste
cloth. Simply click, turn and ready!

Specifications

Cleaning capacity 380 lanes / roll

Width 109 cm

Length 20 yards/18.3m

Packaging per 4 rolls

Specifications

Cleaning capacity 380 lanes / roll

Width 109 cm

Length 20 yards/18.3m

Packaging per 4 rolls

Specifications

Cleaning capacity 380 lanes / roll

Width 109 cm

Length 20 yards/18.3m

Packaging per 3 rolls 11



LANE MAINTENANCE
Approach

KEGEL - Balance 
Approach Conditioner
 
This all-in-one solution 

maximizes the performance 

of your synthetic approaches. 

It cleans and conditions your 

approaches in one simple  

application. Use with a rotary 

buffer. Use for Synthetic 

Approaches only.

Specifications

Packaging 4 x 473 ml  
(16oz) per case

LDX DynaSlide 

LDX DynaSlide is a conditioner which 
is specilly designed for synthetic  
approaches. It not only reduces 
stickiness, but where applied restores 
‘slide’ to the approach. 

The LDX DynaSlide kit includes an 
empty vaporizer for easy application.

Specifications

Packaging 2 Gallon

Art # 156-8320

Art # 156-8199

RAMON’S ADVICE
My advice for creating the 
approach slide your sports 
bowlers demand.

BEST VALUE
FOR MONEY

Specifications

Mop width 36 inch (91 cm)

KEGEL - Approach mop Microfiber 
Suitable for cleaning synthetic approaches.

These mops are colour coded in order to

distinguish sensitive approach-cleaning

from heavy duty-cleaning elsewhere in your

center.

Approach mop with handle assembly.

Approach mop refill is also sold separately.

The mop is machine washable.

Complete: Art # 159-4421C
Mop refill (white): Art # 159-4421

Mop refill (green): Art # 159-4402
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LANE MAINTENANCE
AccessoriesKEGEL - Buffing pad (green-white)

Buffing pad, especially for cleaning and 

conditioning your approach. 

The buffing pad is machine washable.

Specifications

Diameter pad 21 inch (53 cm)

Art # 159-4510

Specifications

Mop width 36 inch (91 cm)

KEGEL - Utility mop 
This microfiber mop is good for cleaning other 

floors in your center including the bowlers area.

Mop with handle assembly. Mop refill is also 

sold separately.

The mop is machine washable.

KEGEL - Approach mop cotton
Suitable for cleaning wooden and synthetic 

approaches. This mop is made of unlooped, 

durable cotton. Approach mop with handle 

assembly. Approach mop refill is also sold 

separately.

The mop is machine washable.

KEGEL - Gutter mop cotton
Suitable for cleaning all types of gutters. The

mop is made of unlooped, durable cotton.

Frame & Handle Only and Gutter Mop refill sold 

separately.

The mop is machine washable.

Specifications

Mop width 10 inch (25 cm)

Specifications

Mop width 36 inch (91 cm)

DURABLE 

COTTON DURABLE 

COTTON

RAMON’S ADVICE
The easiest way to make
your approaches dust-free.
Moreover, this product
works very well with LDX
Dynaslide which also
improves the approach 
slide

Complete:  Art # 159-4431C
Mop refill:  Art #. 159-4431

Complete: Art # 159-4412C
Mop refill: Art # 159-4412

Complete: Art # 159-4400C
Frame/holder: Art # 159-4400F

Mop refill: Art # 159-4400
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LANE MAINTENANCE
Pin deck

KEGEL - Spot On Pin Deck Spray 
The Spot On Pin Deck Spray is the
only product that can be used both
by hand and with a lane maintenance
machine (Flex from 2016).The spray is
environmentally friendly and prevents
pins from sliding. For manual use
there is a package of 1 Gallon.

KEGEL - No Pin Slide (NPS)
No Pin Slide has been specially developed to apply a
texture to the pin deck. This will cause the pins to fall 
rather than slide off their spot. Also available in a
smaller package of 1 Gallon.

Specifications

Packaging 4 x 0.41 Litre Aerosol
1 x 1 Gallon Container

Specifications

Packaging 4 x 1 Gallon

Specifications

Packaging 9 stickers

Pin Spot stickers
The sticker prevents sliding and off-spot pins. Apply to the pin deck. 

Art # 156-8310

Art # K-99-C

Art # PPP-NSPS

Art # 156-8311

RAMON’S ADVICE
This great option created 
for FLEX machines can 
also be applied manually 
to prevent sliding pins.
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LANE MAINTENANCE
Pin cleaning

KEGEL -  
Pin Shine 
Pin Shine from 
Kegel helps to 
give your pins 
back that snow-
white appearance 
of a brand new 
pin. Specially 
developed for use 
in a pin-cleaning 
machine.  Prevents 
sticky  pins and 
 Pinspotter-errors.

Specifications

Packaging 1 Gallon

Pin Shine cleaning machine 
With this automatic Pin Cleaning Machine your pins will look new again in no time. Position
the pin in the machine, close the lid and 15 seconds later your pin is clean! With the sanding
disc on the side of the machine, you can re-sand the base of your pins after cleaning that
prevent your pins from sliding.

Specifications

Power supply 230 Volt / 50 Hz

Measurements 89x43x25 cm

Weight 37 kg

Art # 17-0040E

Art # 156-8800

CLEAN
IN 15

SECONDS

KEGEL - Heavy Duty hand cleaner
This industrial hand cleaner removes the most 

persistent dirt from your hands and is a must-

have for every work place! A skin-friendly 

cleaner based on crushed walnuts. Revitalises 

dry, damaged skin.

Specifications

Content bottle 532 ml/18 FL OZ

Content container 2.5 liter/85 FL OZ

Dispenser and container can be ordered as 
a kit but also separately.
Complete:   Art # 162-8501 
Container:   Art # 162-0500

MUST 
HAVE

FOR YOUR

MECHANICS

Bottle:  Art # 162-0502
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Bowltech UK LTD
5 Spectrum Estate, Bircholt Road,
Parkwood, Maidstone, Kent
United Kingdom
Tel. 01622 683628
www.bowltech.co.uk | info@bowltech.co.uk


